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ABSTRACT: Within a research project Rodriquez Shipyard has recently completed development and
construction of two fully submerged hydrofoil prototypes and it is now finalising the relative sea trials.
The first prototype is equipped with a foil system having a totally new concept, while the second one is
equipped with two contra rotating propeller propulsion units.
The final goal of the research activity is to acquire the necessary data, knowledge and technology to
commercially produce new concept hydrofoils, having an increased safety, speed and comfort characteristics,
than the actual on service fully submerged hydrofoils.
The two prototypes have been developed thank to innovative element based on the Rodriquez scientific and
technology know-how, as :
- New foil profile based on scientific knowledge.
- Contra rotating propellers optimised on new research
- Ship Motion and passenger comfort control system already applied to other commercial boat.
And by mean of new available technology solution, as:
- Possibility to use a diesel engine as propulsion prime mover having a weight/power ratio equivalent to the
gas turbine units used on the previous generation of hydrofoil, in order to obtain high speeds.
- Possibility to use a double speed gear unit in order to optimise the propeller both during take off and cruise
phases.
- Possibility to use for the foil manufacturing materials having innovative characteristics in term of welding,
strength and corrosion resistance and consequently having lower maintenance costs.
The new system has been studied, designed and manufactured developing new techniques of simulation and
innovative technology, in particular regarding the use of special materials, and building advanced
measurement instrumentations and mathematical models.
The main research activities have been realised in the true scale since the more sophisticated simulations and
towing tank tests don’t allow to determine reliable and usable results, considering the nonlinear nature of the
experimental phenomenon.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Brief history of the research project
The Italian shipyard Rodriquez Cantieri Navali has
recently completed a first session of real scale test
on the first one of two prototypes of fully
submerged hydrofoil, having more safety, speed
and comfort characteristics, than the fully
submerged hydrofoils currently in service.
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The industrial development of this technology,
started in the ’70, but it was stopped due to the
high operational cost.
The two fully submerged hydrofoils developed by
Boeing, the PGH2 project built for the Italian
Navy (displacement 64 tons, speed 50 knots) and
the commercial JET FOIL (displacement 110 tons,
42 knots), had limited size and weight, and very
high operational cost. The Boeing experience
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suggested to not proceed with further development
due to high construction and maintenance cost.
Also the PHM project developed by Boeing for the
US Navy and NATO, aimed to overcome the size
and weight limits of the previous project, using
similar technology, was given up due to the huge
costs.
The brief history of the hydrofoil has shown the
needs of new ideas to change the instruments, the
process and the technology in order to get better
performances than in the past, but with
manufacturing and operational cost comparable
with the surface piercing hydrofoil.
On this basis RODRIQUEZ Cantieri Navali taking
advantage of his great scientific and technologic
know-how in the hydrofoil field, developed two
prototypes with the following main innovative
characteristics;
• New foil profile and geometry developed in
cooperation with the Krilov research institute
of St. Petersburg.
• A POD propulsion system equipped with two
pulling contra rotating propeller developed in
cooperation with the Brodansky Institute of
Zagabria.
• A ship motion control system based on optimal
algorithm.
And propulsion systems based on more traditional
solutions, such as:
• Adoption of diesel engines with high
power/weight ratio, similar to that of the gas
turbine used on the Boeing hydrofoil, as prime
mover, for getting higher cruise speed.
• Use of POD propulsion units having higher
efficiency (60%) than water jet system (48%).
• Use of material and process for the foil
construction to increase the strength and the
weldabilty, and reduce the manufacturing and
maintenance cost.

The development of the new hydrofoil was carried
out in two variants: In particular the first hydrofoil
is characterised by a new foil system in
combination with a traditional propeller shaft line,
while the second one is equipped with the counter
rotating propeller POD.

Figure 2: Fully submerged hydrofoil equipped with contra
rotating propeller POD external view.

The choice to perform the main research activities
in the true scale became necessary since the more
sophisticated simulations and towing tank tests
don’t allow to determine reliable and usable
results, considering the nonlinear nature of the
experimental phenomenon.
The sea trials on the first prototype allowed to
verify the following main advantages in
comparison with actual commercial ship.
• Improved passenger comfort
• Better sea keeping, and possibility to complete
the service in unfavourable sea condition.
• Lower resistance and therefore lower fuel
consumption
• Higher cruise speed.

Figure 3: Fully submerged hydrofoil equipped with
traditional shaft propeller 3D view
Figure 1: Fully submerged hydrofoil equipped with
traditional shaft propeller external view.
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To make the comparison Rodriquez Cantieri
Navali used as benchmark the performance of the
actual surface piercing hydrofoil.
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1.2 Foil submerged hydrofoil description
Generally speaking the fully submerged hydrofoil
operates in the same way of the piercing foil.
The principle in fact is the same and is based on
using the lifting surfaces to carry the weight of the
ship and allow it to take off and fly above the sea
surface.
The main difference is the draught of the two
different kind of foils: the fully submerged foils
work at higher depth than the piercing one and for
this reason they are less affected by the
perturbation of the wave orbital motion. This
condition entails less variance of the ship motion
amplitude and therefore an higher level of
passenger comfort.
In addition the higher depth entails a better
efficiency of the foil system, that turns on a lower
drag with equal lift, and consequently a lower
resistance and a higher cruise speed.
However the fully submerged hydrofoil is
intrinsically instable, and needs a redundant and
robust control system to maintain the fly height,
trim ad roll angle within the appropriate value.

Figure 4: Fully submerged hydrofoil equipped with
traditional shaft propeller internal view.

The Rodriquez fully submerged hydrofoil main
characteristics are:
o Full load displacement:
145 tons
o Passenger:
240
o Maximum speed
45 knots
o Manoeuvrability
(Foil born turning radius)
200 m
o Diesel Engine
2X2300 kW
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The above parameters have to be compared with
the parameter of the foil piercing hydrofoil
FOILMASTER hereunder listed:
o Full load displacement:
124 tons
o Passenger:
240
o Maximum speed
38 knots
o Manoeuvrability
(Foil born turning radius)
600 m
o Diesel Engine:
2 x 2000 kW
Another advantage respect to the surface piercing
hydrofoil is that in displacement mode the
maximum speed of the fully submerged hydrofoil
is higher (25 knots respect to 15 knots), this
condition allow to reduce the service delay in case
of failure at the foil system.
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TOWING TANK TEST

The towing tank tests were performed by the
hydrodynamic department of the Krylov
shipbuilding institute and were divided in different
stages. During the initial and preliminary stages of
the work (stage 1 and 2) different investigations
were carried out by Rodriquez Cantieri Navali and
KSRI for choosing the main parameters of the
designed craft.
In particular the following activities were
performed:
o Investigation of characteristics of profiles
NACA-16 with different relative thickness in a
flow of viscous liquid.
o Determination of hydrodynamic characteristics
of bow and aft foils with regards to interaction
between foils.
o Tests in cavitations tunnel of different versions
of schematic T-shaped foils.
o Analysis of previous experiences in designing
and building craft with fully-submerged
controlled hydrofoils.
On the basis of these investigations as well as
estimations of strength and constructive process of
the craft foils, the main characteristics of the craft
and the foil system were chosen.
2.1 Stage 3: Hydrofoil detailed investigation.
2.1.1

Detailed profile characteristics and speed
of the craft.

During this stage, the investigation of hydrofoils
geometry, taking into account cavitation
characteristics of the foils, was performed in order
to choice the foil main operating parameter (foil
profile, foil span, mean chord, end chord, area,
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aspect ratio, relative area of each flap, strut profile
thickness, attitude foil angle) and determine the
full speed of the craft.
The results testified that for all the considered foil
geometry versions at craft speed of 50 knots
appearance of cavitation could take place in some
area of the foil surface (in accordance with good
practice of hydrofoil craft projecting, cavitations
free flow around foils have to be provided).
For the craft speed 45 knots the calculation results
did not indicate the possibility of cavitations
appearance.
It has to be considered that computation approach
does not allow to solve the problem exactly,
especially for the aft foil placed in the disturbed
flow of the bow foil.
It is worthy of notice that also a full craft speed of
Vs = 45 knot exceeded the suggested speed value
according to standard literature (see Figure 7).

RSj – resistance due to washing of the strut by
spraying over waterline;
Rst – total resistance of a strut ;
Rst = Rst1+3Rst2 – summary struts resistance of bow
and aft foils;
RAP – appendage resistance of the craft hull;
RAA – aerodynamic resistance of the craft hull.
For all the speed values the project parameters –
trim angle ψ =0° and foil sinkage (h1=1.5 m for a
bow foil, h2=1.9 m for an aft one) – were taken
into account.
2.1.2

Test of isolated hydrofoil models in towing
tank.

The tests of isolated hydrofoil models in towing
tank were carried out with the aim of determining
the hydrodynamic characteristics for calculation of
lift force and resistance of the full scale craft.
A first complex (scale 1:10) included T-shaped
bow foil, aft foil with three struts and special
platforms for arrangement of steering gear and
drive systems for control of flaps and rudders (see
Figure 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 5: Relationship between craft speed corresponding
cavitation starting and relative foil thickness c according
literature.

As result of this stages the following
hydrodynamic coefficients were numerically
determined for three different ship speed:
α 0 = no lift angle
∂C y
= derivatives of lift coefficients with
C αy =
∂α
respect to incidence angle
∂C y
C y∂ =
= derivatives of lift coefficients with
∂∂
respect to flap angle
Cxp – coefficient of profile resistance due to
viscosity for a foil or a strut;
Cxi – coefficient of induced resistance due to finite
dimensional foil span for a foil
Cx=Cxp +Cxi – coefficient of a total resistance of a
foil
Rf – resistance of lifting plane of a foil
Rf =Rf1+Rf2 – summary resistance of both foils;
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Figure 6: The model of bow hydrofoil (scale 1:10) prepared
for tests in a towing tank.

The bow foil was equipped with two controlled
flaps, acting together. The aft foil had a pair of
central flaps and two pairs of end ones. Each pair
has independent drive system.
All vertical struts (bow and aft) were equipped
with controlled rudders.
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The foils models of the second complex were
manufactured in scale m=1:12
The first foil complex is intended as well for
mounting on the towing model for perform the
main test programme in calm water and in wave in
the towing tank (see stage 4).

Figure 7: The model of aft hydrofoil (scale 1:10) prepared
for tests in a towing tank.

The second complex was mounted on the towing
model for the test in the circulating basin (to
determine the hydrodynamic derivatives of the
ship and develop a mathematical model, see stage
5).
Towing tests were carried out at carriage speed of
7 m/s: For these conditions Froude and Reynolds
numbers for the foil models were equal to:

Tests results are presented in form of
dimensionless coefficients of hydrodynamic forces
and moments as functions of sinkage, incidence,
heel and drift angles, flaps and rudders deflection
angles. Foil sinkage considered relatively to the
nose of a central chord and was unchangeable at
any values of heel angle and incidence.
Moments were measured relatively balance axes
and obtained values were converted about new
axes going through the conventional point
corresponding to a craft model LCG position (in
version of scale m 1:10).
Hereunder a resume of the results of the isolated
hydrofoil towing tank test:
o Model tests of the bow and the aft hydrofoils at
towing speeds of V =6.5…7.3 m/s do not
reveal any noticeable effect of the speed upon
Cyk and Cxk;
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o According to the results of tests corresponding
to the full design speed of 45 knots, the
hydrodynamic fineness of the bow foil is about
K1=Y1/X1=18; the experimentally established
aft foil hydrodynamic fineness is K2=Y2/X2=
16.
o With the growth of the foil incidence or
deflecting the flaps, experimental functions Cyk
= f( α , δ ) depart from the linear behaviour
towards reduced lift coefficients; this reduction
is associated with the effect of the foil
boundary layer separation with all considered
incidence, the lowest resistance of the model
foils corresponds not to δ =0° but to negativeangle flaps settings; this indicates that the foil
attitude angle for design-speed conditions may
be chosen so that to allow small upward
deflections of the flap (0° > δ > - 5°).
o With operating Cyk values, the induced
resistance of the foils is by an order of
magnitude less than the total resistance
whereas at high foil incidence and with flaps
settings corresponding to Cyk = 0.5, the share
of the Cxik coefficient exceeds half of the total
Cxk value.
2.1.3

Numerical estimation of the interaction
between bow and aft foil.

At the end of the stage 3, a numerical estimation
was carried out in order to determine the
distribution along the foil span of Cy1(z) and Cy2(z)
and their acceptability from the cavitation point of
view. Computations were made for two craft
speeds: the full speed of 45 knots and the
intermediate speed of 40 knots.
o At the speed of 45 knots, lift coefficients of all
sections of both hydrofoils correspond to the
cavitation-safe flow conditions.
o At the speed of 45 knots, which corresponds to
zero-deflection settings of the flaps, Cy2(z)
values in the middle portion of the aft foil (at z
< 3 m from the middle), both in open water
and in the wake of the bow foil, are close to
each other; at the outward ends (z = 3.8 m)
they become quite different (higher in the
wake by ∆Cy2 ≈ 0.07).
o At the speed of 45 knots, loads on the tips of
the aft foil (outside the side struts) placed in
the wake grows, instead of gradually reducing
like happened under open-water conditions.
o At the speed of 45 knots, the flow past the side
struts of the aft foil in way of their intersection
with the water surface should have high side
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

wash angles (over 2°). It is recommended to
turn the struts with their nose tips through 2°
outwards from the ship centreline.
At the speed of 40 knots, the maximum value
Cy1(z) corresponds to the cavitation-free flow
past the bow foil.
At the speed of 40 knots, the necessary
deflection of the fore foil flap leads to
concentrating the main load on the middle
portion of the lifting surface of the foil.
At the speed of 40 knots, the aft foil zero-lift
angle, which includes the allowance for the
distorted inflow wash angles, grows.
At speed 40 knots the maximum values of
Cy2(z) at the aft foil with the central flap
deflected is located not at the ends but at the
middle portion of the foil span.
The established maximum value Cy2(z)max
virtually coincides with the cavitation limit
curve and this result indicates to possible local
cavitation in the middle portion of the aft foil
at the speed of 40 knots.
At the speed of 40 knots, the tip portions of the
foil are loaded somewhat lighter than at the
speed of 45 knots.
At the speed of 40 knots, side wash angles of
the disturbed inflow in way of the aft foil side
struts are somewhat higher than at the speed of
45 knots.

2.2.2

Automatic control system of towing model
motion

The basic block diagram of the automatic control
system for towing model motion is shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 9: Rear view of the model of
prepared for tests in a towing tank.

craft (scale 1:10)

2.2 Stage 4: Craft model test in calm water and
irregular sea.
2.2.1

Towing model

The towing model with hydrofoils was
manufactured in scale 1:10. On the craft model all
appendages and hydrofoils were mounted.

Figure 10: Automatic Control system scheme

During the test the following law of flap has been
realised:
δ j = δ j0 + k h (h − h0 ) + kψ (ψ − ψ 0 ) + k ht h& + kψtψ& + kθtθ&

δ j = Deflection angle of a flap
δ j 0 = Mean position of a flap

Figure 8: Front view of the model of craft (scale 1:10)
prepared for tests in a towing tank
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h,h0= Rising and balancing value of bow foil rising
Ψ, Ψ0 = Trim angle of balancing value of the rim
angle of the model
θ ,θ 0 = heel angle and balancing value of the
model heeling
h&,ψ& ,θ& = Speed of change of the model rising,
trimming and heeling
k h , kψ , kϑ = Deflection amplification coefficients
6

k ht , kψt , kϑt = Speed of deflection amplification
coefficients
During the test the following laws of control were
used:
For the bow central foil flap
δ = δ 0 + k h (h − h0 ) + kψ (ψ − ψ 0 )
For the aft foil flap
δ = δ 0 + k h (h − h0 ) + kψ (ψ − ψ 0 )
For the aft side flaps
δ j = δ 0 + kψ (ψ − ψ 0 ) ± kϑ (ϑ − ϑ0 )

Signs ± indicates that control by left and right flap
is conducted in the opposite phase mode.
Values of h0, ψ 0 , and ϑ0 were selecting taking in
account the bow foil sinkage of 1.5 meter and zero
trim and heels angle in operating speed range (Vs
= 45 knot for full scale craft).
The initial values of flap deflection angle δ j0 are
set during the test according to model speed.
2.2.3

Consequently the arm of the resistance force from
the keel line is
Yrf = MRf/Rf =
As first approximation the loading point of the
total resistance Rt was accepted being coincident
with the foil lifting plane.
The distance between propeller and craft base
plane is equal to yF.
The vertical component of the propeller force is:
FV = 0.35·T
This force unload the craft, therefore the real craft
displacement for the model test is Dv = D - Fv.
From the equation of Force and Moment for the
real craft in Figure 11, Y1 and Y2 can be
calculated:

Determination of towing model LCG
position.

LCG position of a towing model and a full scale
craft must be different due to acting craft propeller
since there are no any propulsion on the model.
For the true towing test it is necessary choose
proper LCG position and towing thrust point of the
model to provide for identical lift distribution
force Y1/Y2.
The total craft resistance is equal to:
RT= Rf + Rst + RAP + RAA
Where the resistance of bow and aft foil system is:
Rf = Rf1+Rf2+Rst1+3Rst2
and
Rf1 and Rf2 – The resistance of bow and aft lifting
plane.
Rst1 and 3·Rst2 – the resistance of bow and aft
struts.

Figure 12: Scheme of force acting on model

The position of towing thrust is accepted
coinciding with the model LCG position, and the
height determined by the position of the towing
joint of the balance.
From the equation of Force and Moment for the
model in Figure 12 (F0 and Fv are absent) the
appropriate XG position is calculated as follow.
Y1·x1+Y2·x2-D·xg-T·yT+RT·Yr = 0
Particularities of the test of High Speed

2.2.4

Ship Model in Waves
Since the real sea waves are irregular it is possible
use statistic method to describe it. For
investigation of ship motion in head and following
waves these are considered as the sum of regular
waves:
n

ς = ∑ ai ⋅ cos(k i x − ωi t ⋅ δ i )

(001)

i =1

ki =

2π

λi
ai ϖ i δ i λi the amplitude, the wave frequency and
Figure 11: Scheme of force acting on full scale craft

The moment of the foil resistance forces respect to
the keel line is:
MRf = -Rf1·2.5-Rst1·1.75-Rf2·2.9-Rst1·1.95
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the phase angle of the i harmonic.
The phase are steady distributed from 0 to 2π.
Wave height and length are connected by the
spectrum of the seaway:
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h3% = 5.28 Dζ

(003)

Steady motion in these case can be obtained
choosing the appropriate control law.
The relative resistance of the model at rated speed
V = 7.3 m/s (Vs = 45 knots for the full scale craft)
taking in account the aerodynamic contribution is
about 0.09 r/d.
The relative resistance at the take off (“hump” V =
4 m/s, Vs = 25 knots) is 0.13 r/d, and the max trim
about 3°.

h1 / 3 = 4 Dζ

(004)

2.3 Stage 5: Development of mathematical model

 a2 

Sς = f (ϖ ) = lim
(002)
∆ϖ
 ∆ϖ 
The spectrum depend of the world ocean region
considered.
Wave height h3% and significant wave height h1/3
are used to define the intensity of the sea, and they
can be expressed in term of variance Dζ .

Simulating of irregular seaway in towing tank
basin in ensured in accordance with (001)
considering several mode (n=1-20), on condition
that coefficient ai ϖ i δ i are calculated taking in
account (002).
This method is valid if the number of encounter
wave is big enough to make statistical
transformation.
During the test of the ship high speed ship model
the time period of the stable measurement is
limited because the tank length is restricted: only
2-3 casual wave are encountered and this does not
reflect the model behaviour in the real sea state.
For this reason statistical method cannot be used.
Other possible approach is the energy method;
For regular wave the value of energy per m2 is:
1
E1 = ⋅ γ ⋅ a 2 =
2
For irregular wave energy per one m2 is
E 2 = γ ⋅ Dζ =
If E1 = E2 then
h100% = 8 ⋅ Dζ

Presentation of the results of this “stage 5” activity
would be quite big in the framework of this paper.
If considered useful, they might be presented in a
dedicated, separate paper.
2.4 Stage 6: Counter rotating propeller cavitation
tunnel test and isolated POD towing test.
Presentation of the results of this “stage 5” activity
would be quite big in the framework of this paper.
If considered useful, they might be presented in a
dedicated, separate paper.
3

TRUE SCALE TEST

The first fully submerged hydrofoil prototype
(equipped with standard shaft line) has been tested
in the Mediterranean Sea (Messina) with an
approximately sea state 3 (h1/3 =1 m).
During the sea trial the craft has been loaded with
water tank in order to get the full load condition
(D = 145 tons).

Where h100% is the height of regular wave.
According to 003 and 004 this can be expressed
as:
1
(005)
h100% =
h3%
1.867
1
h100% =
h1 / 3 =
(006)
1.414
Finally in base of experience gained by KSRI the
coefficient in formula (005) and (006) were
reduced.
Figure 13: Real scale test

2.2.5

Conclusion

The result of test in calm water have shown that
the model in the modes of take off and foil borne
demonstrate steady motion with design value of
rise, trim and deflection angle. The only exception
are some regimes in following waves with wave
height value h1/3 = 1.9 m for a full scale condition.
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3.1 Real scale test measurements
Hereunder a graphical view of the main parameter
recorded during the real scale test.
The height has been measured by mean two radar
sensors, one placed in the bow and other in the aft
of the craft.
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The standard deviation of the vertical acceleration
at the COG is equal to 0.1 m/s^2.
The trajectory has been measured integrating the
GPS signal.
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3.2 Conclusion
The real scale tests have confirmed the steady
motion and the relative resistance at the maximum
cruise speed (about 42 knots) and during the take
off (25-27 knots).
Some exception to the steady motion has appeared
in determined condition of crossing sea.
The maximum speed was 42.5 knots, lower than
the project speed of 45 knots.
The speed at the take off is about 27 knots.
The flap angle amplitudes during the take off and
at the maximum cruise speed are slightly higher
than the calculated and experimental.
The maximum power and the fuel consumption is
within the project range.
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NEXT STEPS

4.1 Prototype 1
In the next months the Roriquez Cantieri Navali
engineers will be engaged in a big effort in order
to increase the capability of the prototype 1. In
particular a set of dedicated sea trial will be
focused on improve the control system of the
lifting surface, in order to guarantee the same
steady motion in any sea condition. Improving the
control system will allow to lower the flap motion
and consequently reduce the total resistance and at
the end increase the speed and improve the take
off phase.
4.2 Prototype 2
Within the year a second prototype equipped with
a counter rotating propulsion POD will be ready
for the real scale test. Rodriquez engineer are
expecting that the solution will have better
performances, from the point of view of the
maximum speed, due to the high efficiency of the
counter rotating propeller.

Figure 14: Contra rotating POD 3D view
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